Self-diffusion and activity coefficients of ions in charged disordered media.
Self-diffusion and single ion activity coefficients of ions of size symmetric electrolytes were studied in the presence of a collection of charged obstacles (called matrix) within a "soft" version of the primitive model of electrolyte solutions. The matrix subsystem possesses a net charge, depending on the concentration and charge of obstacles. The brownian dynamics method was used to calculate the self-diffusion coefficients of mobile species. The replica Ornstein-Zernike theory for the partly quenched systems was used to calculate the individual activity coefficients of mobile ionic species. The results reflect the competition between attractive (obstacle-counterion, co-ion-counterion), and repulsive (obstacle-co-ion) interactions in these model systems. For the simplest possible system of symmetric monovalent ions the latter effect wins: Co-ions are excluded from the area around obstacles, and this slows down their diffusion compared to that of counterions. Introduction of divalent charges into the system changes this result when the concentration of obstacles is low. We compare these results to those obtained for the corresponding fully annealed systems, i.e., where all the species are mobile. In most cases the self-diffusion and activity coefficients of counterions and co-ions in the presence of charged obstacles follow the trends of the fully annealed solution, which are dictated by the composition of the mixture. In few situations, however, the presence of charged obstacles modifies these trends. Our study allows us to clearly identify the effects due to obstacles, and to separate them from those arising from the composition of the solution. In the case of charge and size symmetric systems, the results for the individual activity coefficients fully support the hypothesis of the "electrostatic excluded volume". Thermodynamic and dynamic results are consistent in explaining the behavior of the systems studied.